Mosaic segmentation, COPD and CHF multimorbidity and hospital admission costs: a clinical linkage study.
How multimorbidity and socio-economic factors influence healthcare costs is unknown. Geo-demographic profiling system, Mosaic, which adds to socio-economic factors, provides the potential for an investigation of the relationship with multimorbidity, and their influence on healthcare costs. Using chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and chronic heart failure (CHF) registers from 53 general practices for a population aged 40 years and over in Stoke-on-Trent, England (N = 10,113), were linked to hospital admissions data and Healthcare Resource Groups as a measure of hospital cost (2007-09). Eleven Mosaic groups were linked on the basis of individual patients' post codes. The COPD and CHF multimorbid group (n = 763) had the highest proportion with at least one hospital admission in the 3-year time period (n = 550, 72%), compared with the index COPD (56%) and CHF (66%) groups. Multimorbid patients had significantly higher mean costs for hospital admission (£4896) compared with the index COPD (£2769) or CHF (£3876). The associations between multimorbid groups and hospital admission costs compared with index groups varied by different Mosaic groups. CHF and COPD multimorbidity is associated with high costs, and average hospital admission costs vary by Mosaic segmentation. Multimorbidity and Mosaic provide an innovative basis for developing and targeting healthcare interventions in high-hospital-cost patients.